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Despite the numerous studies of bone mineral, there are still many questions regarding the exact

structure and composition of the mineral phase, and how the mineral crystals become organised

with respect to each other and the collagen matrix. Bone mineral is commonly formulated as

hydroxyapatite, albeit with numerous substitutions, and has previously been studied by 31P and
1H NMR, which has given considerable insight into the complexity of the mineral structure.

However, to date, there has been no report of an NMR investigation of the other major

component of bone mineral, calcium, nor of common minority cations like sodium. Here, direct

analysis of the local environment of calcium in two biological apatites, equine bone (HB) and

bovine tooth (CT), was carried out using both 43Ca solid state NMR and Ca K-edge X-ray

absorption spectroscopy, revealing important structural information about the calcium

coordination shell. The 43Ca diso in HB and CT is found to correlate with the average Ca–O bond

distance measured by Ca K-edge EXAFS, and the 43Ca NMR linewidths show that there is a

greater distribution in chemical bonding around calcium in HB and CT, compared to synthetic

apatites. In the case of sodium, 23Na MAS NMR, high resolution 3Q-MAS NMR, as well as
23Na{31P} REDOR and 1H{23Na} R3-HMQC correlation experiments give the first direct

evidence that some sodium is located inside the apatite phase in HB and CT, but with a greater

distribution of environments compared to a synthetic sodium substituted apatite (Na-HA).

Introduction

Bone, tooth enamel and dentin are naturally occurring bio-

minerals, consisting of an organic matrix (primarily collagen

type I) on which are deposited nanocrystals of a mineral phase

commonly formulated as hydroxyapatite (HA).1,2 In bone, the

mineral crystals are mainly plate-like in morphology, around

2–4 nm thickness, and with highly variable width and length

(averaging 25 � 50 nm). Their size, shape, morphology,

crystallinity and composition vary markedly with crystal age

as bone remodels continuously, and the degree of mineralisation

varies throughout a single bone.3 More recently, it has been

shown that in addition to these plate-like structures, spherical

to cylindrical mineral crystals occur in bone with diameters of

around 20 nm.4 In tooth dentin and enamel, the mineral

crystals are generally somewhat larger and exhibit greater

crystallinity.

On the nanoscale, bone and teeth are highly organised

materials. The plate-like crystals are mainly arranged in

parallel arrays, occupying the hole zones between the ends

of cross-linked, triple helical collagen molecules and between

collagen fibrils; it is estimated that there are around four

collagen molecules between each mineral crystal layer.5

Despite the numerous studies of bone mineral, there are still

many questions regarding how bone mineral forms, how the

mineral crystals become organised with respect to each other

and the collagen matrix, and about the morphology and
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distribution of mineral crystals within the collagen network.3

With respect to the latter question, most studies utilise electron

microscopy in some form.6,7 However, the harsh conditions

required for sample preparation are problematic when dealing

with nanocrystalline materials like bone. Indeed, it is to be

noted that the majority of these studies required the initial

removal of the entire organic matrix from the sample and/or

several dehydration steps, meaning that the material analysed

under the electron beam might have undergone structural

modifications. There is thus a great need for spectroscopic

methods capable of studying the local structure and environment

of the inorganic phase in intact samples.

At the atomic level, the complexity of the mineral phase of

bone and teeth is further increased due to the presence of many

minority ions, such as CO3
2�, F�, Na+ and Mg2+.8–10 The

actual composition of biological apatites is thus different from

that of synthetic hydroxyapatite Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 (Fig. 1),

and is often referred to as carbonated apatite, due to the

generally high CO3
2� content. The relative proportions of the

different minority ions are variable, depending for example on

the part of the tissue sampled and its age.8,10 Although they

are present in very small quantities, these ions often have a

strong influence on the functional properties of bone and

teeth. For example, sodium plays a role in bone remodeling,11

magnesium deficiency leads to an increase in osteoclastic bone

resorption,12 and fluoride helps prevent the development of

dental caries.13

Infra-red (IR) spectroscopy,14–16 XRD,17,18 and X-ray

absorption spectroscopy,19–21 have played their part in

unravelling the complexity of the mineral structure. However,

even greater insight has come from NMR studies. The first

solid state NMR studies of bone and teeth tissues were

performed more than 20 years ago,22,23 but with improvements

in methodology over the past few years, NMR has started to

emerge as a key analytical tool for these materials.24 Studies

using 31P and/or 1H nuclei16,22–43 have shown that the mineral

particles are overall highly heterogeneous in structure, a

feature which is likely to be key in the structural role they

play within the biomineral. Furthermore, using 31P–1H

correlation experiments, a small quantity of HPO4
2�

anions22,29,35–38 in the surface regions of the mineral particles

was evidenced, as well as an apparent lack of hydroxyl groups

(OH�) in the mineral phase relative to the ideal apatite

structure.26,39 NMR studies have also revealed that water

has several different structural roles in the mineral,40,41 and

have allowed the local environment around minority anions

like F� and CO3
2� to be analysed.23,44–47 More recently,

13C–31P correlation experiments have suggested that glycos-

aminoglycan molecules are located at the interface between the

organic and mineral phases of bone and teeth.48–50

To the best of our knowledge, however, solid state NMR

has only been used to date to probe the structural environment

of the mineral anions: the local environment around the metal

cations (Ca2+, Mg2+ or Na+. . .) in the mineral structure has

not yet been investigated by NMR. Clearly, this represents a

huge gap in the characterization of the mineral structure. This

is not surprising in the case of calcium, the most abundant

metal cation in the mineral phase, since it is a very challenging

nucleus for NMR: the NMR-active isotope, 43Ca, is a spin-7/2

low-g nucleus (i.e. with a small magnetic moment) with low

natural abundance (o0.14%).51 Nevertheless, significant

progress (notably from the point of view of instrumental

advances) has made 43Ca solid state NMR more accessible,

and several natural abundance studies of various materials

have been reported, mostly in the last 3 years.52–60 In particular,

it has been demonstrated recently that the local environment

of Ca2+ in calcium phosphates and hydroxyapatite can readily

be analysed by natural abundance 43Ca solid state NMR.52,56

The absence of systematic studies of the local environment

of sodium in natural bone and teeth is more surprising.

Indeed, 23Na is a spin 3/2 quadrupolar nucleus of 100%

natural abundance, and many 23Na solid state NMR studies

of inorganic materials have been reported.51 In addition, 23Na

MRI has been used to analyse the structure of biological

tissues like mummified bone and cartilage,61,62 and it has

recently been shown that the local environment of sodium in

Fig. 1 (a) Representation of the crystal structure of hydroxyapatite and of the local environment around the 2 calcium sites (Ca, P, O and

H atoms are in dark grey, light grey, white and black, respectively). (b) EDXS spectrum of a cow tooth sample (CT).
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synthetic carbonated apatites can be studied by 23Na solid

state NMR.63

In 2005, in a review on ‘‘Solid State NMR Studies of

Bone’’,24 Kolodziejski concluded that ‘‘quadrupolar nuclei

like23Na and17O should also be considered’’ and that ‘‘the43Ca

resonance at natural abundance would be of great interest and

could become feasible with the progress of NMR hardware’’.

The purpose of the present study is thus to determine how
43Ca and 23Na NMR can be used to analyse the local

environment of calcium and sodium in bone and teeth, in

view of better understanding the atomic structure of these

materials, and more specifically of the mineral phase and the

organic–inorganic interface. Here, we report on the 43Ca and
23Na NMR of equine bone (horse, referred to as HB) and

bovine tooth (cow, CT) samples. Their NMR spectra are

compared with those of synthetic model compounds, and

discussed alongside results from complementary characterisation

techniques, notably Ca K-edge X-ray absorption spectro-

scopy, in order to determine what information about the local

structure around the cations in these materials may be gained

from NMR experiments.

Experimental section

Samples studied

The horse bone (HB) and cow tooth (CT) samples were

harvested from animals put down for humanitarian reasons

completely unconnected with this study. They were ground

into fine powders and used as such (i.e. without undergoing

any chemical treatment). Hydroxyapatite, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2
(HA), was synthesized by precipitation following published

procedures.64 Sodium-substituted hydroxyapatite (Na-HA)65

and Na3PO4 were obtained from Aldrich. Full details of the

composition and general structural features of these samples,

as determined by ICP-MS, IR, XRD, 1H, 31P and 13C

magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR, can be found in the

supplementary materials (Figures S1 to S4 and Table S1, from

hereon, ‘‘S’’ refers to data in the supplementary materials).

43Ca solid state NMR

43Ca solid state NMR experiments were performed on Varian

Infinity 360 (8.45 T), Bruker Avance II+ 600 (14.1 T), Varian

Infinity Plus 800 (18.8 T) and Bruker DRX 830 (19.6 T)

spectrometers. Spectra were referenced to a 1 mol L�1 aqueous

solution of CaCl2 (at 0 ppm).52 Natural abundance 43Ca solid

state NMR spectra were recorded at 8.45 and 14.1 T using

large-rotor volume Chemagnetics-Varian probes (9.5 mm

diameterMAS rotor) spinning at 4 kHz. High field measurements

were performed at 18.8 T using a Varian 4 mm rotor probe

spinning at 4 kHz, and at 19.6 T using a 7 mm homebuilt

probe spinning at 5 kHz. Depending on the sample, recycle

delays of 0.1 to 4.0 s were used, and 60 000 to 1 100 000

transients were acquired (with total experimental times ranging

from 12 to 50 h). For the spectra recorded at 8.45, 14.1 and

18.8 T, the rotor-assisted population transfer (RAPT)66,67

sequence (sets of +X/�X 2.5 ms pulses with a B 15 kHz

radiofrequency field strength), which had previously been

optimised for non-substituted hydroxyapatite,56 was applied

for sensitivity enhancement prior to a 901 pulse selective for

the central transition. For the spectra recorded at 19.6 T, a

5 kHz chirp sweep68 was applied for sensitivity enhancement

at B250 kHz below the central transition frequency.

Ca K-edge EXAFS and XANES

EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure) and

XANES (X-ray absorption near edge structure) measurements

were performed on the XAFS BL11.1 beamline at the Elettra

Sincrotrone, Trieste, Italy. Samples were ground to a fine

powder, diluted in polyvinyl pyrrolidone (average molecular

wt 40 000, Sigma-Aldrich, ‘‘PVP40’’), pressed into pellets, and

run at room temperature in transmission mode using ion

chambers before and after the sample to measure incident

and transmitted X-ray intensity. Spectra were collected at the

Ca K-edge at 4038 eV. The Elettra ring energy was 2 GeV and

the current was up to 200 mA. The X-ray energy incident on

the sample was defined using a two-crystal Si(111) mono-

chromator detuned (byB50%) to reduce high energy harmonics.

The instrument was evacuated to B10�5 Pa in order to reduce

X-ray losses due to attenuation in the air. An energy resolution

ofB0.3 eV at the Ca K-edge was achieved, and the energy was

calibrated using CaF2 as a calibrant placed between the

transmission and a third ion chamber. For the XANES

spectra, the pre-edge (3900–4017 eV), edge (4017–4100 eV)

and post-edge (4100–4200 eV) regions were scanned in 5.0, 0.1

and 1.0 eV steps respectively, and dwell times per point of 1.0,

2.0 and 1.0 s respectively. For the EXAFS spectra, the

pre-edge (3900–4017 eV), edge (4017–4100 eV) and post-edge

(4100–4800 eV) regions were scanned in 5.0, 2.0 and 1.0 eV

steps respectively, and dwell times per point of 1.0, 1.0 and 2.0 s,

respectively.

Data reduction was performed using the standard software

packages Athena,69 Viper200670 and EXCURV98.71 Typically,

two XANES and three EXAFS data sets were collected for

each sample, which were respectively averaged and converted

to energy using Athena. All EXAFS spectra were background

subtracted using Viper2006, with a 2nd order polynomial

fitted to the pre-edge region and a polynomial spline (going

through 7 knots) fitted to the post-edge region to describe the

underlying atomic absorption. Conversion of energy to k space

followed before k3 weighting of the data. The EXCURV98

code was then used to model the structure from the parameters

of the radial shells of atoms surrounding the central atom.

Phase shifts were calculated by ab initio curved wave theory

methods in EXCURV98 for the central atom and for all

backscattering elements in the samples. Multiple scattering

effects were not considered for HB and CT since only the

nearest coordination shells are probed at these low energies.

Such a simplification has already been employed for the study

of bone by Ca K-edge EXAFS spectroscopy.20,21

23Na solid state NMR

23Na solid state NMR experiments were performed on Varian

Infinity Plus 300 (7.1 T), Varian Infinity 360 (8.45 T), Bruker

Avance II+ 600 (14.1 T) and Varian Infinity Plus 800 (18.8 T)

spectrometers. Spectra were referenced to solid NaCl

(at 7.2 ppm). 23Na MAS NMR spectra were recorded at 7.1,

This journal is �c the Owner Societies 2010 Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2010, 12, 1081–1091 | 1083
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8.45 and 14.1 T using Bruker 4 mm MAS probes spinning at

10 kHz, and at 18.8 T using a Varian 4 mm probe spinning at

10 kHz. 300 to 6700 transients were acquired, with recycle

delays of 0.1 to 0.5 s.
23Na 3Q-MAS (triple quantum-MAS)72,73 spectra of

Na-HA, HB and CT were acquired at 14.1 T on a Bruker

4 mm probe spinning at 10 kHz, using a 3Q z-filter experiment.

The 3Q excitation and conversion pulse widths were 8 and

3 ms, respectively, with a precession rate of 100 kHz on the

solid; the selective p/2 pulse used a B20 kHz precession

rate on the solid. The spectral widths were 50 kHz for

both f1 and f2. 50 t1 increments were recorded, with a

dwell time of 20 ms. A total of 9600 transients were collected

by the States method for each t1 increment, with a recycle

delay of 0.1 s. Spectra were processed using standard shearing

methods.73

23Na{31P} REDOR74,75 studies of Na-HA, HB, CT and

Na3PO4 were performed at 14.1 T on a Bruker 4 mm MAS

probe spinning at 10 kHz. 23Na p/2 and p pulses of 4.0 and

8.0 ms respectively were used. 31P-dephasing p pulses (of

8.25 ms) were phase cycled according to the XY-8 scheme.76

1H{23Na} R3-HMQC (heteronuclear multiple quantum

correlation)77 spectra of Na-HA, HB and CT were recorded

at 14.1 T using a Bruker 4 mmMAS probe spinning at 10 kHz.

The 1H p/2 and p pulses were 2.5 and 5.0 ms, respectively, and
the 23Na p/2 pulses were 11.5 ms. The R3-spinlock condition77

was set to q = 2.0, where q = v1/vR (v1 being the rf-amplitude

and vR the rotor frequency). Recoupling periods of 700–1100 ms
were used (1100 ms for Na-HA, 700 ms for CT, and 900 ms for
HB). Spectra were collected by the States method with a

recycle delay of 1.0 s. The spectral widths for the f1 (23Na)

and f2 (
1H) dimensions were respectively 10 and 20 kHz. For

the Na-HA, CT and HB, 80, 45 and 30 t1 increments were

respectively collected, with a total of 672, 1600 and 2400 scans

for each t1 increment.

Results and discussion

1 Investigation of the local environment of calcium

1a Multiple magnetic field 43Ca NMR experiments.

Natural abundance 43Ca MAS NMR spectra of HB, CT,

HA and Na-HA were recorded at different magnetic fields

(Fig. 2, S5 and S6).56 At 14.1 T, the 43Ca NMR spectra of HB

and CT are very similar to those of the synthetic models, with

one featureless signal. At higher magnetic fields, however,

differences become more noticeable. Indeed, whereas the two

crystallographic calcium sites of HA and Na-HA are resolved

at 18.8 and 19.6 T,56 no analogous spectral resolution is

achieved for HB and CT.

Despite the absence of defined lineshapes, two 43Ca NMR

parameters likely to provide information on the local

environment of calcium were derived from the MAS

spectra:52,54,56 the 43Ca isotropic chemical shift diso and

the 43Ca quadrupolar parameter PQ (defined as

CQ½1þ ðZ2Q=3Þ�
0:5). Using eqn (1),

dmax ¼ diso �
3

40

� �
106FðIÞ PQ

n0

� �2

ð1Þ

where n0 is the Larmor frequency of 43Ca and F(I) is a spin-

dependent factor equal to 5/147 for I = 7/2, diso, and PQ can

be extrapolated by plotting the peak maximum dmax at each

magnetic field against (1/n0)
2.78 The diso and PQ values of HB

and CT are found to be very similar (Table 1), and in the range

expected for calcium phosphates.52,56

1b Average Ca–O bond distance. Previous experimental

and computational work on 43Ca NMR has shown that the

isotropic chemical shift of calcium mainly reflects the average

Ca–O bond distance around the cation.52,54,55 Therefore, the

similar values of diso for HB and CT suggest that, on average,

the oxygen atoms in the first-coordination sphere around

calcium are situated at the same distance in these samples.

Furthermore, a first estimation of this distance can be

obtained: according to our previous computational study of
43Ca NMR isotropic shifts, in the case of calcium phosphates

such as apatites, diso B 3 ppm corresponds to an average

Ca� � �O distance between 2.4 and 2.5 Å.52

These NMR results were compared to Ca K-edge EXAFS

studies. The experimental EXAFS spectra k3w(k) and the

moduli of the Fourier transforms of HB, CT and synthetic

HA are shown in Fig. 3. In the case of crystalline HA, the first

shells (o3 Å) correspond to the nearest oxygen neighbours,

whereas the further shells arise from the scattering of various

oxygen, phosphorus and calcium atoms.79 In contrast, for HB

and CT, no evidence of ordered shells is noticeable beyond

B4 Å. The loss of long-range ordering of the mineral phases

of these two samples is caused by the nanocrystalline nature of

apatite crystals in bone and teeth, which leads to a significant

number of surface sites in slightly different environments,80 by

the presence of several substituting ions in the lattice, which

favour a greater variety of chemical environments for the

Ca2+ cations.

The EXAFS data of these three compounds was fitted to

determine average Ca–O distances in the first-coordination

sphere (Table S2). For HA, the data was fitted up to B5 Å,

showing that the average Ca–O distance in the first shell

(2.43 Å) was in agreement with the experimental value.8,79 In

the case of HB and CT, fewer shells were considered because

of the loss of long-range ordering. Nevertheless, the fits clearly

showed that there is hardly any difference in the average Ca–O

distances in the first shell of HB and CT (2.45 and 2.48 Å), and

that these Ca–O distances are in the range expected from the
43Ca NMR isotropic chemical shifts.

1c Local distortion around the calcium site. In contrast with

other quadrupolar nuclei like sodium or magnesium, both

experimental and computational studies of 43Ca NMR

parameters suggest that there is no strong correlation between
43Ca PQ values and the local structure around calcium.52 Thus,

the fact that the PQ of HB is slightly larger than for CT (by

B10%, Table 1) does not necessarily mean that the calcium

coordination environment in HB is slightly less symmetrical

than in CT. In order to investigate in more detail the local

distortions around calcium in these samples, Ca K-edge

XANES spectra were recorded.

The general aspect of the Ca K-edge XANES spectra of HB

and CT are similar to HA, which is not fully surprising given

1084 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2010, 12, 1081–1091 This journal is �c the Owner Societies 2010
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that in the biological samples most of the calcium is in an

apatite-like environment.81,82 However, the XANES spectral

features become less defined in the natural apatites (especially

HB) because of the progressive loss of ordering of the mineral

phase (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the intensity of the pre-edge is

stronger for HB than CT. Given previous Ca K-edge XANES

studies,83 this suggests that the distortion around calcium is

slightly greater in the bone. Thus, the larger value of PQ in HB

compared to CT could well reflect in this particular case the

degree of local symmetry around the cation.

Although it appears at this stage that Ca K-edge XANES is

a more sensitive probe of the average local distortions around

calcium sites in natural apatites than 43Ca PQ values, the very

small differences in the 43Ca PQ values seem to agree with the

conclusions from the XANES spectra. Thus, it would be worth

carrying out additional 43Ca NMR and Ca K-edge XANES

experiments on a wider range of natural apatites, to see

whether PQ parameters can indeed be considered as valuable

structural indicator of the local distortion at calcium sites for

these samples.

1d Distribution in calcium local environments

As previously mentioned, the Ca K-edge EXAFS spectra of

HB and CT show that there is a loss of long-range ordering

around the calcium. The evolution of the overall 43Ca NMR

linewidths with the magnetic field provides additional insight

into the ‘‘disorder’’ around calcium sites. Indeed, although

the overall linewidths of HB and CT are systematically

greater than for HA56 and Na-HA, their variation with the

magnetic field is different: the 43Ca linewidths for HB and CT

systematically increase with the magnetic field, despite the fact

that the second-order quadrupolar broadening, which scales

as (1/n0), is becoming smaller.51 This suggests that there is a

Fig. 2 (a) Natural abundance 43Ca MAS NMR spectra of CT at 3 different magnetic fields. (b) Natural abundance 43Ca MAS NMR spectra of

HA, Na-HA, HB and CT at 14.1 T, and of some model compounds previously reported in the literature.52,54,56

Table 1
43Ca, 23Na and 31P NMR characteristics of CT, HB and

synthetic sodium-substituted apatites

CT HB Na-HA Na-CO3-HA63

43Ca NMR
PQ (�0.2 MHz)a 2.1 2.3 — —
diso (�3.0 ppm) 3.0 3.4 — —
23Na NMR
PQ (�0.20 MHz) 1.37 1.58 1.65b B1.2c

diso (�3.0 ppm) �1.7 �2.2 �0.1 �3.9
31P NMR
diso (�0.1 ppm) 3.1 3.1 2.9 —

a For Na-HA, PQ and diso were not estimated, because the 43Ca NMR

spectra have only been recorded at 2 magnetic fields, and the 2 Ca sites

are actually resolved at 19.6 T. For the data on non-substituted HA,

see ref. 52 and 56. b For Na-HA, the PQ value given must be

considered with caution, given that the 2 sodium sites can be resolved

by 3Q-MAS at 14.1 T. From the 3QMAS spectra, the diso and PQ

values determined for these sites are {B1.6� 3.0 ppm; 1.4� 0.2 MHz}

and {0.3 � 3.0 ppm, 1.8 � 0.2 MHz}, respectively. c For this sample,

PQ and diso were determined from simulations of the 23Na lineshapes

obtained at two magnetic fields (see ref. 63).
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larger 43Ca chemical shift dispersion in HB and CT,51,56,84

which could arise from the loss of long-range ordering

observed in Ca K-edge EXAFS spectra, and also from

the presence of several non-apatitic calcium environments.

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2 and S6, the 43Ca NMR signals of

HB and CT cover a range of chemical shifts in which the

signals of several other calcium phosphates and hydrogen-

phosphates might appear (which could model other environments

of calcium in bone and tooth minerals, such as fluoroapatite),

and of calcium-carboxylates (like Ca-glutamate—a compound

which could model the environment of Ca2+ ions interacting

with carboxylate groups at the surface of apatite).50,85

In order to reach a clearer picture of the different calcium

environments in bone, it appears necessary to determine the

relative positions of the neighbouring nuclei. This is not

possible using EXAFS, because of the significant loss of

long-range ordering beyond the first 2 shells, and of the

presence of several back-scatterers in these shells. In contrast,

solid state NMR is well suited to determine proximities

between nuclear spins in disordered and non-crystalline

samples, and examples of 43Ca� � �1H correlation experiments

have been reported.86,87 A preliminary experiment was thus

carried out on HB to try to evidence differences in Ca� � �H
environments, using the 43Ca{1H} REDOR sequence. As

shown in Fig. S7, it seems that there are slight changes in

the 43Ca spectrum when the 1H dipolar coupling is reintroduced.

Nevertheless, this would deserve confirmation, because the

signal-to-noise ratio is still very low, even after 2 days of

acquisition per spectrum at 14.1 T. It can be predicted that

with the increase in magnetic fields and the development

of signal-enhancement sequences, such experiments should

become increasingly used as sources of improved information

about calcium environments in these samples.

2
23
Na NMR investigation

2a Multiple magnetic field 23Na MAS NMR experiments.

Despite the low concentration of sodium in the samples

(o1.4 wt% for HB and CT), 23Na MAS NMR spectra of

HB, CT and Na-HA could be obtained in very reasonable

experimental times (B30 min at 14.1 T, using a 4 mm o.d.

rotor). The spectra were thus recorded at four magnetic fields.

For all compounds, a slightly asymmetric lineshape was

observed with a tailing towards low frequencies, but with no

resolution of multiple sites, and broader signals for HB and

CT (Fig. 5 and S8).88

As in the 43Ca NMR study, by plotting dmax as a function

of (1/n0)
2 (where n0 is the 23Na Larmor frequency), average

Fig. 4 Expansion of the edge region of the Ca K-edge XANES

spectra of HA, HB and CT. (No clear differences in the XANES

spectra appear beyond 20 eV.)

Fig. 3 Ca K-edge EXAFS spectra and moduli of the Fourier transforms of HA, CT and HB. Fits were performed considering 8 shells for HA,

and 3 for HB and CT (see Supplementary Table S2 for details).
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23Na diso and PQ values were determined using eqn (1), with

F(I) equal to 1/3 for I = 3/2.78 Results are given in Table 1,

alongside those previously reported for a synthetic

Na-carbonated apatite.63 The 23Na diso and PQ parameters

of HB and CT are very similar to those found for the two

synthetic compounds, which suggests that sodium is in similar

environments. Furthermore, these values are in the range

of those previously reported for sodium phosphates and

hydrogen-phosphates.89–94 However, at this stage, it is difficult

to extract any further information from diso, because previous
studies have shown that for compounds in which sodium

has exclusively oxygen atoms as nearest neighbours, 23Na

isotropic shifts depend on the valence and Na–O distances of

the closest oxygen atoms, both of which are unknown

here.92,95 Although Na K-edge EXAFS96 and XANES97 might

provide additional insight into the Na� � �O coordination

environment, such experiments are expected to be very difficult

to carry out because of the low sodium content in the samples.

In contrast, high resolution 23Na solid state NMR experiments,

and in particular correlation experiments, may be used even at

these low sodium concentrations to investigate the sodium

environment in HB and CT.

2b High resolution NMR analysis of Na environments. The

two-dimensional 3Q (triple quantum)-MAS spectra of

Na-HA, HB and CT were recorded at 14.1 T (Fig. 5b), to

achieve better resolution of the 23Na NMR signals. In the case

of Na-HA, two distinct contour signals were clearly resolved,

thus indicating that there are two different sodium sites.

However, no well-defined quadrupolar lineshape was observed

on the 1D-MAS projections, meaning that there are distributions

in the local environment of sodium in each site. In the case of

HB and CT, no resolution of multiple sites was observed by

3Q-MAS, and the size and position of the crosspeaks show

that both the 23Na chemical shifts and quadrupolar parameters

are distributed, which is not surprising given the complexity

and lower crystallinity of these materials.

Because of the high natural abundance of 23Na, hetero-

nuclear NMR correlation experiments can be more easily

achieved for 23Na than 43Ca, and several studies of 23Na–31P

and 23Na–1H proximities have been reported for both

crystalline and amorphous materials.98–10023Na{31P} REDOR

experiments were thus carried out on the samples, in order to

investigate the different sodium–phosphorus through space

correlations. In each case, an overall decrease of the 23Na

lineshape was observed in the presence of 31P recoupling

pulses, which indicates that all the sodium is located close to

phosphates (Fig. 6a). For Na-HA, which is a crystalline

apatite phase, this means that the two sodium sites resolved

by 3Q-MAS correspond to Na+ substitutions within the

apatite lattice. For HB and CT, the overall dephasing of

the 23Na signal indicates that at least some of the sodium is in

the apatite phase. However, some sodium could also be located

in other non-crystalline calcium-phosphate phases such as

amorphous calcium phosphate, which have been shown to

be present in bone (at least at the early stages of mineralisation).8

In order to further analyse the sodium environment in these

samples, experiments aiming at looking at differences in

sodium-proton proximities were carried out. The two-

dimensional 1H{23Na} R3-HMQC NMR spectra of Na-HA,

HB and CT were recorded, as this sequence is well-adapted to

the investigation of dipolar couplings between spin-1/2 and

quadrupolar nuclei (Fig. 7).73,87 In the case of Na-HA, a

cross-peak is observed between the 1H signal characteristic

Fig. 5
23Na MAS NMR spectra and 3Q-MAS NMR sheared spectra of Na-HA, CT and HB at 14.1 T.
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of the apatite OH group (at 0 ppm) and the low frequency

component of the 23Na MAS signal, which means that it

corresponds to sodium cations close to the OH (i.e. in the

‘‘M(2)’’ crystallographic site of HA, shown in Fig. 1), and thus

that the high frequency sodium site observed in 3Q-MAS

corresponds to sodium in the ‘‘M(1)’’ site.101 In the case of HB

and CT, a strong cross peak also correlates the 23Na NMR signal

to a 1H signal at B0 ppm, thereby demonstrating that Na+

substitutes in the M(2) calcium site (at least) in these samples.102

It is noteworthy that the shapes of the cross peaks observed on

the 1H{23Na} R3-HMQC spectra of HB and CT show that the

distribution in chemical shift around sodium is larger than for

Na-HA, in agreement with the 3QMAS experiments.

The presence of Na+ inside the apatite phase of HB and CT

is not fully surprising given that previous studies of crystalline

Na-substituted calcium-phosphate phases have shown that

Ca2+ is readily replaced by Na+ in phosphates,63,98 despite

the difference in charge between the two cations. Such a

situation is likely to be related to the close similarity between

ionic radii of Na+ and Ca2+ (1.02 Å vs. 1.00 Å),103 leading to

similar average M� � �O bond distances in sodium and calcium

phosphates (B2.42 � 0.70 Å for M = Na,104vs. B2.45 �
0.60 Å for M = Ca).52 Interestingly, the 23Na NMR parameters

of HB and CT are very similar, as well as their 3QMAS and
1H{23Na} R3-HMQC spectra. However, this does not mean

that the ‘‘average’’ sodium environment in these samples is

identical. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 6b, differences can be

evidenced in their 23Na{31P} REDOR build-up profiles.

Although at this stage, such differences cannot be interpreted

unambiguously, notably because they involve complicated

Na–P multiple spin systems, they could well reflect differences

in charge balancing mechanisms related to the substitution of

Ca2+ by Na+ (because PO4
3� anions can be replaced by

HPO4
2� or CO3

2�)105 and/or in crystallinity and number of

surface sites between the mineral phases. Indeed, the Na–P

dipolar buildups of CT and Na-HA are very similar (Fig. 6b),

in line with the presence of mineral particles in CT which are

on average larger and more crystalline than in HB (Fig. S1).

Additional 23Na{31P} REDOR studies would deserve to be

carried out to further investigate this point, by comparing the

build-up profiles of several natural apatites with those of

Na-substituted synthetic analogues of different crystallinity

and surface area, and also of sodium-phosphates of known

structure such as Na3PO4, for which the average 23Na–31P

dipole second moment couplings (which inform on the average

Na� � �P distances) have already been determined.106 Furthermore,

Fig. 6 (a) 23Na NMR spectra of Na-HA and CT: MAS spectrum (top), 23Na{31P} REDOR study after a 3.2 ms dephasing period (spin-echo

control spectrum S0vs. REDOR spectrum S). (b) 23Na{31P} REDOR build-up for HB (n), CT (}), Na-HA (J) and Na3(PO4) (’).

Fig. 7
1H{23Na} R3-HMQC NMR spectra of Na-HA, CT and HB, recorded at 14.1 T. The 1H and 23Na MAS NMR spectra are overlayed in

each dimension.
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given that some studies suggest that HPO4
2� and Na+ ions

are preferentially located at the surface of bone apatite

crystals,11,28,29 such REDOR build-up profiles could actually

become a new tool to understand the surface structures of

mineral particles in bone, which is important for understanding

the structure of the mineral–organic interface. As a result, we

anticipate that 23Na{31P} REDOR experiments such as those

presented here (or, alternatively, C-REDOR experiments,

which are more adapted to study heteronuclear dipolar

couplings in multiple spin systems),107 as well as additional
23Na–1H correlation experiments, should help provide some

answers to these questions.

Conclusion

This work has demonstrated that the local environment of

both calcium and sodium cations in naturally-occurring bone

and teeth can be analysed by solid state NMR. In the case of

calcium, the main cation present in bone mineral, we have

reported the first 43Ca NMR spectra of bone mineral. These

allow the average Ca–O distance to be estimated from the 43Ca

isotropic chemical shifts, and complement well studies of

calcium local environments by Ca K-edge EXAFS and

XANES.

In the case of sodium, 23Na–1H and 23Na–31P NMR

correlation experiments have been performed in reasonable

timescales, providing the first direct evidence that some

sodium is located inside the apatite lattice in bone and teeth,

and that there is a wider distribution in local sodium environments

compared to synthetic Na-substituted HA. With the current

instrumental advances, notably the development of higher

magnetic fields and the design of more efficient probes, it

can be expected that an even better description of the sodium

environment in these samples will soon be reached. For

instance, correlation experiments would be worth looking into

in more detail on smaller volumes of sample, using for

example ultra-fast MAS probes, in order to understand better

the structure around sodium in bone and teeth, and see

whether there are any changes from one part of bone to the

other. Furthermore, it should be possible to differentiate the

distributions in chemical shift and quadrupolar parameters

using two-dimensional experiments such as MQ double-

rotation (DOR).108 Such 23Na NMR studies of bone and teeth

are expected to develop rapidly in the near future, as they

should lead to a better description and understanding of the

unique structure of natural apatite samples, and also help shed

light on bone remodeling mechanisms.
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